SONORAN SERIES | BAJA SERIES

FIND YOUR OASIS
**SONORAN SERIES**

**SUSTAINABLE COMPOSITE ENCLOSURES**

**SOLITARY** — No-site, full-channel mounting hardware, custom manufacturing, fast turn-around times and a gorgeous finished product are all standard with the Oasis Sonoran Series.

**REAL** — All Oasis enclosures are made in the USA and provide rugged performance, easy maintenance and an industry-leading warranty. Couple this with the Sonoran Series class A fire rating & commitment to the environment & these enclosures are in a class all their own. This is not a mirage.

**SUSTAINABLE** — Your Sonoran Series enclosures are made of an incredibly high-performance, yet highly sustainable, composite material. They are made using Petro-Free™ phenolic resins, and FSC Certified / recycled papers. The recycled papers give a beautiful visual texture, while the resins lend extraordinary performance. Similar to quality hardwoods and other natural products, your Sonoran Series enclosures will assume a seasoned luster, and a beautifully soft, rich patina over the many years of service.

**REFRESHING** — Like premium furniture, Sonoran Series enclosures exude quality and craftsmanship. The materials are captivating, and the hardware is uncompromising. Care and maintenance is simple, and the performance is outstanding.

**COOL** — Beautiful colors and design options are all available with the Sonoran Series. With our state-of-the-art production facilities, and ability to meet your customization needs, you now have the option to create the enclosures of your dreams.

**DEPENDABILITY**
Rugged material strength and high quality hardware ensure that you’ll enjoy many years of service from your Sonoran Series enclosures. Not only do they perform, they’ll look great doing it!

**VERSATILITY**
Feel free to stretch the limits. We’re fully automated, and use the latest CNC technologies to create a high-quality, consistent, and beautiful finished product. Let us manufacture to your needs and specifications.

**IDEAL APPLICATIONS**
With it’s high-end look and great performance, the Sonoran Series is ideal for Hospitality, Retail, Restaurant, Higher Ed, Government, Military, Financial and Office Buildings.

---

**SONORAN HEADRAILS AND HARDWARE**

**HEADRAILS** — Choose from Sonoran head rails which are designed with NO exposed hardware or select our Aluminum headrails which offer a beautiful, complimentary look to the finished enclosures. Both are durable options.

**HARDWARE**
Durable, stainless steel hardware which accents your enclosures.
BAJA SERIES
SOLID POLYMER ENCLOSURES

REFRESHING — Easy to specify, use, and maintain. We offer only the highest quality materials for the Baja Series. From the rugged strength of our panels to the precision hardware that comes standard with each enclosure, we only carry the best.

COOL — Great colors and enclosure options are standard with the Baja Series. Because of our state-of-the-art production facilities, and ability to meet your custom color requests, we can custom-manufacture enclosures to meet your project needs.

SOLITARY — Details like a 15 year warranty, no-site mounting hardware, custom colors and fabrication, fast turn-around times and an affordable price tag, are all unique to the Baja Series.

REAL — Differences like having 25% recycled content (100% on request), being made in the USA, rugged performance, ease of maintenance and an industry-leading warranty put the Baja Series in a class all it’s own. No, this is not a mirage.

SUSTAINABLE — Not only are your Baja Series enclosures made with recycled content, they are also fully recyclable. When Baja Series enclosures complete their life cycle, they can be returned and Upcycled into something new. No regrets over only having but one life to live!

HARDWARE
Elegant, durable, anodized aluminum hardware to accent your enclosures.

DEPENDABILITY
Baja Series Enclosures are made to stand up to normal wear and tear, as well as the abuse that comes from repeated and extended usage. The Baja Series has been proven to perform in the harshest of environments - schools, restaurants, rest stops, and sports complexes are just a few of the many settings needing an Oasis.

VERSATILITY
Custom CNC manufacturing, quick-ship color options, and custom color availability sets us apart from the rest. Our in-house operations and custom design procedures allow for customization of all kinds. Our highly-automated manufacturing facilities ensure a premium product, quick turnaround times, and a great price tag. Truly refreshing.

IDEAL APPLICATIONS
Ideally suited for any application needing a high-performance, budget-friendly option. Schools, Stadiums, Rest Stops, Hospitality, Office, and Retail Locations are just a few of the places you’ll find your Oasis.
OVERHEAD-BRA CED
This system provides the most cost-effective solution for heavy traffic and vandalism-prone areas. It warrants no special floor or ceiling construction, installation is easy in new or old buildings. The anti-grip headrail provides outstanding rigidity.

FLOOR-BRA CED
This system complements design with functional performance. Recommended for buildings with high ceilings, it enhances the effect of spaciousness. A minimum 3” concrete construction for anchoring is necessary for installation.

CEILING-HUNG
This option is ideal for areas with low ceilings. Offering an area free from obstruction to allow for fast and easy maintenance, the system requires structural supports in the ceiling for maximum rigidity. Not recommended for ceiling heights over 8 feet.

FLOOR-TO-CEILING
This system is mounted to the floor and ceiling and is recommended where additional stability is desired.

OASIS ENCLOSURE STYLES

OASIS ENCLOSURE LAYOUTS

ALCOVE — Refers to the specific layout where the single compartment will be attached to either two walls or one wall and the end of a run of compartments. Shown as AL72”.

IN-CORNER ALCOVE — Refers to the specific layout where the single alcove compartment will be in a corner and require an end panel. Shown as an AL72” with an additional 36” panel.

BETWEEN-WALL — Refers to compartment or compartments located between two walls. Shown as BW3 with one 60” compartment and two standard 36” compartments.

OPEN-END — Refers to compartments or compartments that will be affixed laterally to only one wall. Shown as OE3 with one 60” compartment and two standard 36” compartments.

FREE-STANDING — Refers to layouts where the compartments will be located without being affixed to lateral walls. Shown as FS3 with one 48” compartment and two standard 36” compartments.
**CARE & MAINTENANCE**

**New Installations** - After installation, we suggest cleaning all surfaces with water and a mild liquid soap to remove any dust or dirt from construction. An application of Sonoran Series rejuvenating spray-wax is also suggested as a final step to enhance color depth and appearance.

**Daily Cleaning** - Your Sonoran Series Enclosures should be cleaned on a regular basis with a soft, wet cloth and soapy water. All parts should then be wiped down and dried. Never use abrasive pads or abrasive cleaners as these could damage the material, which would not be covered under warranty.

**Graffiti Removal** - Denatured alcohol works well to remove permanent markers. Sonoran Series rejuvenating spray-wax works well to cover most scuffs & light scratches. Deep scratches can be sanded out and refinished, per Sonoran Series care and maintenance manual.

**Periodic Maintenance** - Be sure to tighten any screws that may have loosened, due to vibrations or attempted vandalism. Be sure to regularly lubricate all hinges with a non-drying lubricant or a marine-grade white lithium grease. Apply a new coat of Sonoran Series rejuvenating spray-wax as needed.

**WARRANTY INFORMATION**

All Oasis Sonoran Series materials are warranted for a period of ten (10) years against delamination, breakage, and corrosion from the date of final completion, when properly maintained. If material is deemed defective during this period then it shall be replaced free of charge.

Sonoran Series warranty does not include installation errors, improper usage, or vandalism. Warranty covers replacement parts only, and does not cover labor, or other charges associated with replacing parts covered under this warranty.

---

**BAJA SERIES**

**WARRANTY INFORMATION**

All Oasis Baja Series material is warranted for a period of fifteen (15) years against delamination, breakage, and corrosion from the date of final completion, when properly maintained. If material is deemed defective during this period then it shall be replaced free of charge.

Baja Series warranty does not include installation errors, improper usage, or vandalism. Warranty covers replacement parts only, and does not cover labor charges associated with replacing parts covered under this warranty.

**New Installations** — All Baja Series panels are shipped with a clear protective coating that is to be removed after installation is completed. In some cases a slight residue may remain on the material after the peel coat is removed. We suggest cleaning all surfaces with water and a mild liquid soap. For removal of tougher residue a mild solvent such as mineral spirits may be used.

**Cleaning** — Your Baja Series Enclosures should be cleaned on a regular basis with a soft, wet cloth. All parts should be wiped down and dried. Never use abrasive pads or abrasive cleaners as these will void any warranty and may damage the material.

**Graffiti Removal** — Standard commercial graffiti removers may be used, but be sure to test a small area first to ensure the remover does not damage the material. For removal of small scratches, carefully use the blunt end of a screwdriver to work the scratched material back into the damaged area.

**Periodic Maintenance** — Be sure to tighten any screws that may have loosened, due to vibrations or attempted vandalism. Be sure to regularly lubricate all hinges with a non-drying lubricant or a marine-grade white lithium grease.

Distributed by North Star Surfaces - 800.383.9784
**BAJA COLORS**

- Sandstone
- Lava Rock*
- Nightshade
- Cirrus
- Golden Eagle
- Red Rock
- Agave Plant
- Cholla Cactus
- Nimbus*
- Moonlight
- Clay
- Osprey
- White Sands
- Desert Lily
- Desert Owl
- Cactus Wren
- Night Sky

**SONORAN COLORS**

- Sand Dune
- Saguaro Fruit
- Ironwood
- Diamondback
- Pronghorn
- Javelina
- Monsoon
- Sanita Cactus
- Desert Quail
- Desert Bighorn
- Condor

*100% (Post-Consumer) Recycled Content Available
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